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Abstract 
In this thesis, we consider a family of Lagrangian submanifolds which foliates 
a domain in C" and is moved together under the mean curvature flow. The 
Lagrangian angle on each submanifold L is considered as function on the ambient 
space. In the case of complex dimension one, the Lagrangian angle function is 
shown to satisfy a nonlinear second order degenerate partial differential equation. 
Conversely, we prove that any function satisfying the partial differential equation 
corresponds to a foliation of Lagrangian submanifold moved by mean curvature 
flow. 
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In this thesis, we study Lagrangian mean curvature flows of a foliation. In par-
ticular, we consider the foliation of C" by Lagrangian submanifolds, where each 
submanifolds is moved under mean curvature flow. The motivation comes from 
the SYZ conjecture [13], which postulates the existence of special Lagrangian 
A 
tori and dual tori fibration on a Calabi-Yau M and its mirror M. As a special 
Lagrangian is minimal, one hopes to use mean curvature flow to obtain special 
Lagrangian fibration from. Lagrangian fibration. First we briefly introduce La-
grangian mean curvature flow. 
Let (M, w, g, J) be a Kahler manifold and L be an n-dimensional manifold. 
A Lagrangian mean curvature flow is a difFerentiable map. 
$ : L X [0,T) > (M,w) 
such that each map 
^t •= : L > M 
is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold, and 歪 satisfies the mean curvature flow-
equation: 
Q ^ 
. - ^ x , t ) = H{x,t), 
where H denotes the mean curvature vector of L. 
• 6 • 
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There has been extensive studies on mean curvature flow of hypersurfaces iV" 
in In this case, one can choose a normal vector v, which is unique after 
fixing the orientation. The second fundamental form is then a (0,2)-tensor 
Note that we only have indices on the submanifold N. However, the situation is 
complicated in higher codimension. In general there is no good representation of 
the normal bundle, so the second fundamental form is hard to handle. 
Although Lagrangian immersion is of codimension n, the second fundamental 
form of a Lagrangian L has a nice representation, since the normal bundle can 
be identified with the cotangent bundle. The second fundamental form is written 
as a (0,3)-tensor on L: 
/ I 〈 ％ 嘉 ’ J嘉〉. 
One can show that, using the Kahlerian condition, the tensor h = {hijk) has full 
symmetry in the three indices: 
hijk = hjki 二 hkij. 
Thus Lagrangian mean curvature flows are easier to handle when compared with 
general high codimension mean curvature flows. ‘ 
The first question on the subject of Lagrangian mean curvature flow is: given 
a Lagrangian immersion F : L M, when does the mean curvature flow preserve 
the Lagrangian condition? This was answered by K. Smocyzk, who showed in 
12] that if M is Calabi-Yau, the flow preserves Lagrangian condition: 
Theorem 1.1. Let L he a compact manifold without boundary, smoothly im-
mersed into a Calabi-Yau manifold M. Then the mean curvature flow equation 
has a unique solution in a time interval [0,T]. Moreover, if L is a Lagrangian 
immersion, each Lt are also Lagrangian immersions. 
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In this thesis, we consider a family of Lagrangian submanifolds which foliate 
a domain in C" and are moved together under the mean curvature flow. The 
idea was suggested by S.T. Yau and Conan Leung. Doing this might causes more 
complications, but the advantage is that we can consider the Lagrangian angles 
as functions in the ambient space. In the case of complex dimension one, the 
Lagrangian angle function is shown to satisfy a nonlinear second order degenerate 
partial differential equation. 
— = 0 n cos^ 0 + 2012 sindcos0 + 622 sin^ 0, (1.1) 
Ob 
where % := denotes the second partial derivative with respect to the 
standard coordinates in R^. It was shown in [11] that the converse holds. 
Theorem 1.2. Let 9 : W > ]R/27rZ be a C°° function satisfying equation 
(1.1), where C x [0, T). Then \/y eWQ = {{z, t)eW:t = 0}, we can find 
{Lt\te [0，Ty)}, where Ty < T, such that 
1. y G Lq, and each Lt is an integral curve of the vector field Vi{', t)= 
(cos sin 0)； 
2. The family {Lt :t e [0, Ty)} is smooth in t and moved by the mean curvature 
flow. 
The aim of this thesis is to give a proof of theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The thesis 
is organized as follows. 
In chapter two, we introduce the basic results needed in differential geometry 
and Riemannian geometry. The most important concepts introduced are the 
calculation of tensors and covariant differentiation on tensors using shorthand 
notations. These shorthand notations will help us a lot when we perform tensor 
calculations in chapter four. Some standard equalities in Riemannian geometry 
are also proved. 
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In chapter three, we introduce basic elements in symplectic, Kahler and 
Calabi-Yau manifold theory. The aim of this chapter is to introduce two con-
cepts: the Lagrangian submanifold L and the Lagrangian angle defined on L. To 
this end, we first introduce symplectic manifold and define Kahler manifold as a 
subclass of symplectic manifold. Calabi-Yau manifold is also defined, and it is 
proved that every compact Calabi-Yau has a holomorphic volume form fi, such 
that the Lagrangian angle of a Lagrangian immersion can be defined. 
In chapter four, we prove theorem 1.1. To show that every Lt is Lagrangian, 
it suffices to show that w := ^^w vanish at time t. The main step is to show that 
the quantity satisfies the following differential inequality: 
AI^P + cl^P, (1.2) 
at 
where c is a positive constant. If the initial immersion is Lagrangian, then w = 0 
at i = 0. Using equation (1.2), ly = 0 for all t by parabolic maximum principle. 
To show the inequality, one uses the compactness of L to bound all the terms 
which are quadratic in w by c\wp. The Calabi-Yau condition is used so that some 
terms not quadratic in w are also bounded by cjiyp. 
In the last chapter we prove theorem 1.2. Note that if a solution 6 to equation 
(1.1) is given, the Lagrangian submanifolds have been fixed. We only need to 
check that they are moved by mean curvature vector. To this end, we first use 
ODE theory to obtain a family of curves {Lf} , which are all integral curves defined 
by 9. Then we consider the difference between 尝 and H (which is also fixed 
by 6 and its derivative). We want to show that their difference is always tangent 
to Lt. If it is done, then by a family of diffeomorphisms on each Lt, we obtain 
Using equation (1.1), it can be shown that the normal component of 
as a function A satisfies a simple ODE equation: A' = SA. Thus if we 
choose the initial condition such that then the family {Lf } does satisfy 
the mean curvature flow equation. Note that we use mainly ODE theory to prove 
the theorem, although the space is real two dimensional. 
Chapter 2 
Basic notions in Riemannian 
geometry 
In this chapter, we introduce the basic language of differential and Riemannian 
geometry. The aims are : 
1. To introduce all definitions and equalities needed in subsequent chapters. 
Since we will only introduce those concepts that are used, this chapter is not 
a comprehensive introduction to the subject. Also, most of the statements, 
especially those in differentiable manifold theory, are stated without proof. 
2. To build up the machinery to calculate tensor equations. To deal with 
tensors effectively, the standard shorthand notations for tensor are intro-
duced. As we will use the shorthand notations in almost all calculations, it 
is important for the reader to be familiar with these notations. 
Everything in this chapter can be found in any standard text in differentiable 
and Riemannian manifolds theory, see for example [8] and [4 . 
• 10 
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2.1 Basic manifold theory 
In this section, we introduce the basic objects on a differentiable manifold: the 
tangent bundle, cotangent bundle and other bundles induced from them. We also 
discuss the operations on different vector bundles. We also define the Riemannian 
metric on a differentiable manifold. The relations between metric and connection 
will be discussed in the next section. We also define exterior differentiation, 
Lie derivative and integration. Throughout this chapter, M is an n-dimensional 
differentiable manifold. 
First we recall the definition of the tangent bundle TM. The tangent bundle 
is a smooth real vector bundle over M. Fiber of TM at a; € M is called the 
tangent plane at x and is denoted T^M. It can be defined in three ways: 
(a) T^M is the vector space spanned by the basis 嘉,…，嘉 in a local coor-
dinate ( 0；1， . . . U n d e r another coordinate • • • the two basis are 
related by 
d _ dx^ d 
二 dx' dx3 ’ 
where (籍）denotes the Jacobian matrix of the change of coordinate (5巧 i-> 
The equation is well-defined by the chain rules; 
(b) TxM is the equivalence class of curves 7 : (—e, e) ^ M such that 7(0) = x. 
Two curves 71,72 are equivalent if and only if ( / o 7i)'(0) = ( /�72)^(0 ) for 
any smooth function f defined on an open set containing x] 
(c) TxM is the vector space of derivation at x. A derivation X is a E-linear 
map from the germs of smooth function at rc to E which satisfies the product 
All three definitions are equivalent. For example, If X 二 嘉 is a tangent 
vector in the sense of definition (a), then X acts on a local function f by taking 
the directional derivative: X f = X^ 恶. 
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Let U be an open set in M. A smooth map X ..U — TM such that noX = idu 
is called a local vector field. For example, ^ is a local vector field defined in 
a coordinate neighborhood U. The Lie Bracket of two local vector fields X, Y 
on U is given by [X，Y]f = X{Yf) - Y{Xf) in the sense of derivation. The Lie 
Bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity 
[X, [y, z]] + [y，[z, X]] + [z, [X, y]] = o. 
Next we give other examples of vector bundles, which are induced by the 
tangent bundle: 
1. The contangent bundle T*M. T*M is a bundle on M such that each fiber 
is T*M, the dual space of TJ\d. If (a;i,... ’ x") is a local coordinate of M, 
then {dx^,. •.，dx""} serves as a local basis of T*M dual to . . . , 
that is == If (至工，…’无“）is another local coordinate of M, the 
two basis of T*M are related by 
被 • 
dx^ = -^dxK 
2. In general, the (p, g)-tensor bundle T(P’g) is the bundle on M given by 
TM鄉(g) Locally 作’口）is spanned by a basis 
{ - — (g)... 0 TT-^ (8) dx^ "- (g)... (g) dx^^}： 
3. The p-th exterior bundle N^T*M is the bundle on M, where each fiber is 
/\^T*M. It is considered as a subbundle of T(o’p). 
Definition 2.1. Let E be a vector bundle on M and U C M be an open set A 
smooth map A: U E which satisfies it o A = idu is called a tensor field on 
E defined on U. A tensor field is also called a local section of E. The space of 
such tensor fields is denoted by T{U,E). 
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By definition, tensor fields on TM are just smooth vector fields. A tensor field 
on N^T*M is called a smooth differential p forms. We R) to denote 
r[M,/\PT*M). Tensor fields on T(p’力 are called {p, g)-tensor. A (p, g)-tensor A 
can be written locally as 
^ . . . (S> ^ <8) dx^' (g)... (8) (^q, (2.1) 
where all •.�• are local smooth functions. Note that we adopt the Einstein 
31" jq 
summation convention, where repeated indices always mean summation over n. 
If another coordinate (j/") is used, then these functions satisfies 
A — ^  . •. a i ^ 办 • . • dyl^q 力…知. 、 . ) 
We adopt the usual convention that the basis are suppressed. So we write 
〜 广 w . _ 
The number of upper and lower indices will make it clear that A is of (p, g)-type. 
Remark 2.2. A (p, q)-tensor A is the same as a 股-multilinear map 
T*M X . . . X T*M X X . . . X — M , 
where under the basis the action is given by • • ’ c b � . . . , = 
^^^ f(^ct�it is just how tensor product is defined. . 
Next we introduce some useful operations on tensor fields. 
1. Let A and B be {pi,仍)-tensor field and (p2, g2)-tensor field respectively. The 
tensor product A^ B is a, tensor field of type (p, q) = + P 2，+ 仍)• 
Using the short hand notation used, we have 
A 0 5 二（(A @ B r \ . . � = ( A — . � � 召 J . 
Note that equation (2.2) is satisfied. Similar one can define the tensor 
product of k tensor fields. 
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2. The second operation is contraction. First we consider a (1,1) tensor 
A = {A^i), then Va; G t/ we consider A{x) as linear map from TxM to itself. 
(It is true as End{V) = V (^V* for any finite dimensional vector space). 
Under local basis the map is given by A(嘉)二 嘉 . A s the trace of 
a linear endomorphism is independent of basis chosen, one can define the 
contraction of A to be a function ((0,0)-tensor) on U given by c{A) = A\. In 
general, a contraction is a map Cki ： T(州，叶i)—作，^) given by (summation 
over a) . 
乂 il …ip+l Ah-ik-iaik+l-ip 
ji---jq+i ji—jl-iO!ji+r--jq' 
Before introducing other operations, we first introduce the notion of a metric. 
Definition 2.3. A metric g on M is a (0, 2) tensor defined on M such that g^ 
is symmetric -positive definite for any x. . 
With this definition, for any point x G M the metric defines an inner product 
on TxM. Using partition of unity, any differentiable manifold can be given a 
metric. We write g = {gij) = 态)).We also use the notation g{X, Y)= 
{X, Y). As Qx is symmetric positive definite, g^ is invertible and let denote 
its inverse. Under a basis we write 工=("")，where g � j k 二 沪k. Applying (2.2) 
to g, is a (2，0) tensor, thus the shorthand notation g~i = ( 刊 is justified. 
is also symmetric positive definite, and it defines an inner product on each 
cotangent space T*M. 
Using g, we introduce more operations on tensors. 
3. Let g : TM — T*M be defined by 
‘g{X){Y) = {Y,X). 
As g is nondegenerate, g is an isomorphism. Locally, if X = then 
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thus the image is given by Xidx\ where Xi = gijXK Thus the identifica-
tion g is given by first tensoring with g and then contracting the 
indices. Similarly, using the inverse of g a smooth 1-form a 二 (a)-) is sent 
to a vector field X 二 (a^ 二 ff'^c^j)- Obviously similar actions axe defined on 
(p, g)-tensor field, and we refer the two actions as lowering and raising 
indices respectively. For example, one can raise the first and third indices 
of a (0,3)-tensor h 二 h^ to a (2,1) tensor h'j ^ ：二 g^g^爪hijm. 
4. Given a tensor A with two lower indices, we can first raise one index and 
contract it a the lower index. This operation is called taking trace and 
is denoted by tr. It will be clear in each case which two lower indices are 
involved. To give an example, if A = is a (2,2)-tensor, then trA is a 
(2,0)-tensor given by tr{A) =�g^A�i). 
Next we state some facts about differential forms. By definition, the exterior 
bundle N^T*M is a subbundle of『(。’”），where the sections of f<FT*M correspond 
to the set of antisymmetric multilinear maps 
• T A ^ M X . . . X T ^ M M 
depending smoothly on x. For any A G R) and a e S{p) we have 
= so locally h T T M is spanned by . 
dx'^  A … A dj^ ip := ^ ) (g)... (g) dx^ '^ ^^ K (2.3) 
If r € S{p), then d 工 � � 八 … 八 cbMp) = sgn[T)dx^^ 八… A d o c � T h u s locally 
{ d x ' ' 八…八 c b k : 1 S � 1 < . . . < ip S n } (2.4) 
forms a basis, and any differential p-form can be written as -
A = …ipCte^  A … A rfx'p, 
N 
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where the summation is taken on the indices such that 1 < ii < • - - < ip < n. As 
a result, the dimension of APT*M is C ; = We remark that A"T*M is a 
real line bundle (rank one vector bundle) on M. 
The wedge product a A /? of two forms is defined as follows. First define 
Ant: T(。，?^) -> APT*M by 
Ant(ai (g)... (g) a^) = ^ sgn((j)Q；�” (g) • • • <8) a � p ) . 
aeS(p) 
If a and (3 are p- and "-forms respectively, define 
OL (3 •.= - ^ A n t ( a (g) (5). 
One can check directly that (a 八 A 7 = a 八(/? A 7) and o:八 二 (一1)卩《/?八 a. 
Thus notations like (2.3) make sense. The use of the basis (2.4) also facilitates 
calculations. To give an example, if we calculate o；八 for a 二 aida:! and / ? = 
/3jkdx^ 八 dcc紀’ Then 
AAP = {AIDX')八(PJKCY ADX^) 
. =aiPjkdx^ A dx^ A dx'', 
we have to rearrange the basis such that i < j < k. Thus 
Q；八 = {piiPjk + ajPki + akPij)dx^ A dx^ A dx^. 
Next we introduce the notion of exterior differentiation. First we introduce 
the differential of a C°° map F : M — N between two differentiable manifolds. 
Definition 2.4. The push forward of F is a bundle map : TM — TN, 
sending T^M to TV^iV. 1/7 is. a curve representing X e then F^X can 
• be represented by the composition F o 7 . Under local coordinates {x'^) of M and 
(2/^) of N, we have 
d dF^ d 
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The pull back of F is the bundle map F* : APT*N f<PT*M defined by 
••• ,Xp)= . . . ’ F^X^,) 
where a is a p-form and Xi, • •. ,Xp are vectors. 
Definition 2.5. For any differentiable manifold M, there is a unique operation 
d : nP(M,R) > nP+i(M，]R) such that 
1. df = §ldx\ • 
2. (Pf = 0， 
3. d satisfies the Leibniz rules: If a is a p-form and p is a q-form, then 
• /\ p) = da f\ [3 + ( - I f a A d(3. (2.6) 
d is called the exterior differentiation. 
Moreover, d satisfies (fa = 0 for any form a and dF* = F*d for any smooth 
map F : M — N. The action of d is related to the Lie bracket by the formula 
p 
daCXo，…，;g = Ej^\Q;p^。，... , x � . ,Xp)) 
� (2.7) 
+ ^ ( - 1 产 a ( [ X i ’ … ， X i , …， X 力 … ’ Xp). 
0<i<j<P 
Any form a satisfying da = 0 is called closed, and any form a that can be 
written as d(5 is called exact. As (f = 0，all exact forms are closed. The p-th 
deRham cohomology group is defined by the quotient 
�...們、_ ^er(d : QP(M,R) -> 
" 册 、 ， 〜 - I m ( d : nP-'(M, E) np(M, R)) • 
By deRham's theorem [3], the deRham cohomology group depends only on 
the topological structure of M, and is isomorphic to the singular cohomology 
group. 
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Exterior differentiation is an intrinsic operation of M, depends only on the 
differentiable structure. Another intrinsic operation is the Lie derivative on 
tensors: Let F be a vector field and x e M, then there is an open neighborhood 
U of X and a local one parameter group of differentiable map 
: C/ M^) C M ； te(-e,6)} 
such that 
1. iM^) 二 y(也⑷)and 
2. (k+tipo) = (l>s�M^) 
for any x e U. Such family is unique up to restriction to a smaller open set. 
We remark that if M is compact, we can choose U = M and the one-parameter 
group can be defined for all t. 
Definition 2.6. Let X be a vector field and 小七 be the local one parameter group 
of X. For any (p,q)-tensor A, the Lie derivative of A is defined by the equation 
^xA : = 去偶 = 0 . (2.8) 
Proposition 2.7. The Lie derivative satisfies the following properties: 
1. ifx/ 二 df(jC) for any function f; 
2. j^y 二 [X，Y] for any vector fields Y; ‘ 
3. The Lie derivative commutes with contraction; 
I (8) r) 二 ^xS ^T + S^ 父xT for any tensors S, T; 
.5. If a is a differential p-form, then we have the Cavian formula: 
^x0t = ixd0L-Vd[ix0i), (2.9) 
where ixOi denote the contraction of the first two indices of X <S) d, or 
LxaiVir-- ,yp-i) = a{X,Yir-'，Yp-i). 
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Consider now the top exterior bundle A"T*M is a line bundle, having 
a local basis {dx^ 八…八 cb"}. If the bundle is trivial, M is called orientable 
and any global basis for /\TM is called an volume form of M. Note that M 
is orientable if and only if M is given a system of chart such that det{^) > 0 
for any two overlapping coordinates {x^) and (5巧.For an orientable M, one can 
define the integration 
J : 一 R, 
where n"(M) denotes the compactly support top form. Locally the integration 
is defined as in the R" case, while globally it is defined using partition of unity. 
Integration is well defined only if the manifold is orientable. 
Remark 2.8. Consider now that a metric g is given on M. If the manifold is 
orientable, then 
dV := ^det{gij)dx^ 八…八 cb" (2.10) 
is a well defined volume form on M. If M is compact, the volume Vol{M) is 
given by 
Vol{M) = j dV. 
2.2 Connection, curvature 
In this section we define connections on a vector bundle. In particular, we show 
that on a Riemannian manifold one have a canonical connection on the tangent 
bundle. This connection is used to define connections on other bundle introduced 
in the previous section. We also introduce the curvature tensor and derive some 
properties concerning curvature tensor. 
Definition 2.9. Let M be a C°° manifold and E — M a C°° real vector bundle. 
A connection (or covariant differentiation) is an "R-linear map 
V : r(M, E) > r(M, T*M (g) E) 
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which satisfies the Leibniz's Rule 
V(/5) = (df)s + fVs 
for any function f : M -^R and s e T{M, E). Note that {df)s df 0 s. 
Remark 2.10. In the following we simply write := r(M, t<PT*M ® E). 
Remark 2.11. Note that V is not a tensor (see remark 2.2). That is, it does 
not define a linear map 
E工— T:M<S)E: • 
on each fiber. (It is evident from the Leibniz's Rule). We note that V is R-linear 
because V(cs) = c(Vs) for c G M. (also evident from the definition). 
Example 2.2.1. In a local coordinate (a;^ , let e^ be a smooth local frame 
for E. We write 
Vea = T^dx' , or = rf^e/j . (2.11) 
r is called the Christoffel Symbols with respect to the connection V. 
Remark 2.12. Sometimes it is convenient to write 9 = = rfaC^a:^ Thus by 
(2.11) we have 
Ve^ = (2.12) 
Here 9 is a matrix-valued 1-form, called the connection 1-form. Locally s = 
s^Cq, so 
V(s) = = + s^Ve^ 
= ( d s � + 
Then = d + 6 if we view s as a column vector via the basis e^： i.e., 
M I ' ' ' ] M 
s = ： Vs = ： + 9 \ 
V ^ / 
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Given a connection, we define inductively a sequence of R-linear maps (still 
denoted by V) 
which satisfies 
V(as) = (da)s-h(-IY''^aAVs . 
One can check that locally V = (i + Q/\. i.e.， 
jdsA I 
Vs= 丨 +e \ 
(JcT qr 
\ 肪 ） \ ^ / 
So we have a complex 
0 — i n i ( E ) . . . —0. 
However, this is not a chain complex; that is, 
•2 + 0. 
Definition 2.13. The tensor 
is called the curvature tensor of the bundle E. • 
Note that R is a tensor, as 
R{fs) = V\fs) = V[{df)s-\- f{Vs)] 
=V[(c?/')s] + V[/(Vs)] 
Locally, we write 
RCoc = Rija dx^ 八 dx] (g) 6/3, 
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where (3 sum over all possible values, and (z, j ) only sum for those i < j. We also 
write 
Using the connection 1-form 0, we have 
R{s) = {d + OA) (d + 没)s 二（d + OA) {ds + Os) 
=d(es) + e Ads+ 9 A9s 
(2.13) 
=d9s - 9ds + eds + e /\es 
=�de + e /\ e)s. 
One the other hand, as 
R[s) = Ris^'e^) = 二 Rij/s�= i^i你"s"��. 
Thus we have 
R i j d x ' A 二 dei + 妒…I 
=D{RLDX^) + (RF^DX') A 
二 赋a - d j T i + - A dx^ 
二 d对a — d j T l + rf^rj , — r 坑 . (2.i4) 
Remark 2.14. We can view R as a linear map from E to (T^)* 0 E. Thus we 
write 
R G n\End{E)). 
Computing the curvature tensor explicitly, using 嘉 and e^, 




=-dx"八 docj <S) , a^ a? 
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where sum from one to dim^M. Thus we change the sum such that i < j, 
then 
R(eac) = doji 八 c b � （ • s • 0 ea - • a (2.15) 
Proposition 2.15. Let V be a connection defined on a vector bundle E over M, 
then the curvature tensor is given by 
R{X, Y)S 二 � x � y S 一 VyVx5 ' — (2.16) 
where X, Y are vector fields and S is a section of E. 
Proof. Let K{X, Y)S be defined by the right hand side of (2.16). By direct 
checking, i ^ i s a tensor. As R ( 态 , = by (2.15), K 三 R. • 
We have not shown the existence of connection on vector bundles. We show 
here that the tangent bundle TM always has a connection. 
Definition 2.16. A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a differentiable manifold 
M together with a metric g on M. 
By partition of unity, every differentiable manifold can be given a metric. 
Using g, a canonical connection can be defined on the tangent bundle. 
Proposition 2.17. On every Riemannian manifold {M^g), there is a unique 
connection, called the Levi-Civita Connection, which satisfies the following 
two properties: 
1. For any vector field X, Y and Z, we have 
X{g{Y, Z)) = g{VxY, Z) + g(Y, V^Z); 
2. V is torsion free: for any vector field X and Y, we have 
Vxy-VYX = [X,Y]. 
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Proof. One can show that if V satisfies the two conditions, then 
〈•；^y，z) 二 hx�y，z) + Y{z, X) - z � x , y) 
^ (2.17) 
- (X, [y，Z]) + (y, [z, X]) + (Z, [X, y ] ) } . 
for any vector field X, Y"，Z. On the other hand, under the above equation we 
have V f x Y = f V x Y , Thus V defined by (2.17) is a connection. Condition 1 
and 2 can be checked directly. 口 
Remark 2.18. Using condition 1 and 2 in the proposition, the Christoffel symbol 
r is given by 
r-,- = ^g'^m + 9ii,j - gi么I), (2.I8) 
where gij�i :二智. 
Next we introduce connections on other vector bundles introduced in last 
section, using the Levi-Civita connection. All these connections are still denoted 
1. Cotangent bundle T*M: the connection V is defined by the equation 
：= X M F ) ) - a (VxF) . 
for any 1 form a and vector field X, Y. Note that V so defined is a connec-
tion. Using local coordinate, as dcc乂= Sj, ‘ 
Vdx' = -e)dx^. (2.19) 
2. Tensor bundle r(P’。： we define the connection using product rule: for A = 
Xi (g)…(8) J^ p ⑧ (8)…• (g)炉， 
V 
V x ^ = E (g)….(g) VxX^ . • . � Xp (g) (g)... (g) 
z=l 
q 
+ ^ Xi (8) • • • 0 Xp (8) 0 ... (g) VxP^  (8) • • • (8) 
3=1 
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3. Exterior bundle SFT*M\ we consider the exterior bundle to be a subbundle 
of r(°，P). For any p-form o；, VA is defined. Using (2.23) below, V_9_q; is 
dxi 
also a p-form. Thus the connection V on T(o’p) descends to a connection on 
With this definition, V commutes with contraction. This can be checked by 
a direct computation. Also, from definition (2.17, 1), Vg = Q = •分一i. As 
raising and lowering indices involves tensoring with g and contraction, covariant 
differentiation commute with raising or lowering indices. 
Next we introduce the shorthand notations to represent covariant differentia-
tion. For any {p, g)-tensor A, define the {p, q + l)-tensor VA as 
,X,) = {VxA){a\--- (2.20) 
Under a local coordinate {x^, • • • , x'^), we represent VA as 
= ( … 知 J, 
…知„ = •蟲](d：!^ ...，da;ip’ 壶,…,嘉).Using equation (2.12) 
and (2.19), we have 
巧 = X � + r}fcX'， (2.21) 
o^i-d = - i^jO^ k- (2.22) 
In general for a {p,务tensor, 
P q 
Jl-Jgia n jl-jg.a 丁 丄 ct/3二 h…jq Z ^ 丄 a力 A jl."7…jV 
fc=l 1=1 
Next we introduce different notions of curvature. The (l,3)-tensor 
R = M 
has been defined. By lowering the index Z, we define the (0,4)-tensor 
f^jkl = gimRijk"\ 
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which is the same as 
d d d d 
双 i w - 〈 风 涼 ， 巧 ， 应 〉 . 
The Ricci curvature is defined as the (0,2) tensor Ricu 
RiCii=g'^Rijki (2.24) 
or the (1,1) tensor Ric/ 
Kiel = g 诉 Rijk� (2.25) 
Next we derive some properties concerning R with respect to the Levi Civita 
connection. First we introduce the normal coordinate: 
Lemma 2.19. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then Va: G M； there 
is a local coordinate • • • defined around x, such that gij{x) = 5ij and 
9ijA^) = 0 = It/(� for all i j , k. 
One can find a proof of the lemma in [8]. The coordinate is defined using 
the exponential map, which sends geodesic ray from x. Normal coordinate is 
important as it simplifies calculations. For example, in normal coordinate, we 
have (using (2.14) and (2.18)) 
^jki = Rijk =赃 i j k 一 
1 • (2.26) 
=2(9ik,ji + gji,ik — 9ii,jk — 9jk,ii)-
Proposition 2.20. Let R be the curvature tensor with respect to the Levi-Civita 
connection V. Then 
• 1- Rijki = —Rjiki and Rijk = —Rjik； 
2. Rijki = Rkiij, Ricii = Ricii; 
3. (First Bianchi identity) Rijki + Rikij + Riijk = 0; 
4- (Second Bianchi identity) Rijki-m + Rijim�k + Rijmk-,i = 0. 
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Proof. 1 follows from definition. Others can be checked using the normal coordi-
nate. For example, under normal coordinate, 
Rijkl\m = Rijld,m = ^ ( Q i k j l m + 9jl,ikm 一 
Then 4 can be checked directly. • 
Remark 2.21. Under normal coordinate, one has (as = 0) 
乂il…ip _ …ip 
3l-jq-,jq+l — jl“.jq,jq+l' 
Next we prove a useful identity, called the Ricci identity. 
Proposition 2.22. Let A be a (p, q)-tensor. Then 
力…ip — …ip 
h-jq-,ij n ji-jq-ji (2 27) 
= R.. ikj^h-oc-ip .. 
Jia 31-Jq mi Jl-a—Jq-
Proof. We perform the calculation under normal coordinate: 
力ii…ip — \ . 
^ jl …jq;ij 一、八 
八 J1"._7<7，《_7 丁 〒 ta八 Ji-J, U3L 八 31 …a…3q. 
Thus 
^ jl-jg-,ij A ji-jq-Ji ~ ia O^L joJA ji…jq , 
—(终 rj^  厂这 
_ D ik …a-.-ip p a …�p 
一几jia A Ji-j, “ ^jiji ^ j i -a- jV 
• 
Before ending this section, we introduce different notions of Laplacian. Let 
A be a {p, g')-tensor. The Rough Laplacian V*VA is a {p, g)-tensor given by 
taking trace on the last two indices of V M . That is 
= tr(V'A) = (g^'A^'-X..^..). (2.28) 
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For example, if / is a function on M (a (0,0)-tensor), then 
A / = g^'Uj = g'^Uij - (2.29) 
Note that if we have an orthonormal field frame, that is, a collection of n 
vector fields { e i , . . . ’ satisfying {d, ej) = 6ij, then V*VA(- •.) = e^’. • •). 
The formal Laplacian for differential p-forms can be defined using the ex-
terior differentiation d and its formal adjoint d*, which is an operator 
For detailed construction and definition of d*, see for example Chapter 2 of [8 • 
We only state the following equation for d*: for any p-form a = («{?..《”)， 
cTa = ((cToOii•〜_i) = •〜_i’i 一 ^t朽“...^J. (2.30) 
Definition 2.23. The formal Laplacian is an operator A : R)—> 
np{M,R) given by 
Ad = dd* + d*d. 
For example, consider a function (0-form) / , then d*f = 0 and so by (2.29) 
A d / 二 DTDF = -G'^IL.j - 1 % " � = -• *• /• 
Remark 2.24. There is always a sign convention in defining Laplacian of a func-
tion. In the following, when f is a function, Af stands for the rough Laplacian, 
that is 
A / = • * • / = AJ. 
In general, the two Laplacians do not agree on p-forms. There are equations 
relating the two Laplacians and their difference is given by the curvature tensor. 
Such equations are called Bochner type equation, and are important in geom-
etry as they often imply vanishing theorems. Here we prove the Bochner formula 
that will be used: 
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Proposition 2.25. Let a = (a )^ be a 1-form on M. Then 
Ada = - V * V a + R{a), (2.31) 
where R{a)i = R^cyLj and R? denote the Ricci curvature defined in (2.25). 
Proof. Let a — («《)，then da = [a^^i — ojjj). Note that for any coordinate we 
have (by (2.22)) 
Now by (2.30) and (2.27), 
=(-V*Va),- + gW,ij + gk%ik�m 
= ( - V * V a ) , - - {Wd*a)j + R ^ a ^ 
二 - (c^ cf + iV^Dw 
• 
2.3 Submanifold theory 
In this section, we study submanifold theory. We derive some general equations 
governing the second fundamental form and the curvature tensor of the subman-
ifold L with the curvature of the ambient space M. First we give a definition. 
Definition 2.26. Let L be a k-dimensional manifold and M a m-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold, where k < m. Let F : L M be a C°° map. F is an 
immersion if the push forward F* : TpL —> Tp^p)M is injective for any p e L. It 
is- called an embedding, if F is a homeomorphism from L onto its image F{L). 
If F is an embedding, we call F{L) a submanifold of M. 
Example 2.3.1. Let M = IR2/Z2 be the standard torus, L = R. Then the map 
Fq : L M defined by 
F,{t) = [it,qt)] 
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is an immersion. Fq is an embedding if and only if q is rational, since if q is 
irrational�the image will wrap around the torus infinitely many times and is 
dense in the torus M. 
Assume now M is a Riemannian manifold with metric g and Levi-Civita 
connection • . If F : L —> M is a submanifold, then we can restrict the metric to 
L. To be precise, define a metric on L by 
for any tangent vector on L. 
Remark 2.27. When we consider a submanifold L of M, connection and tensors 
on M are always written with a bar (e.g. VJ, to distinguish from that defined on 
L (e.g. V；. 
Let V be the Levi-Civita connection on L with respect to g. We claim that 
V has a simple relation with V: Let X, Y be local vector fields of L around a, 
point pel. We identity X, Y with F^Y and extend these vector fields to 
vector fields X^Y on M. . 
Proposition 2.28. The induced connection V on L is given by 
^xY = (V^Y)'', . (2.32) 
where T denote the orthogonal projection to L. 
Next we introduce mean curvature vector. Let 
A:TLxTL — NL 
be given by 
= • (2.33) •  
where 丄 denotes the orthogonal projection to the normal bundle NL. A is called 
the second fundamental form of L. By the torsion free condition of V, A is 
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symmetric. Also, A depends only on the value X and Y, thus A is a, tensor. If we 
use {ei,..., EN-K} as a basis for the normal bundle NL, we can write A 二 (Aj广)， 
where 
际 ， ( 2 . 3 4 ) 
Definition 2.29. The mean curvature vector 
H is defined as H = trA. That 
is 
Ha = • (2.35) 
The notion of mean curvature vector is related to that of a variation of sub-
manifold. A variation of submanifold is a smooth map 
^ : L X ( -e ,e ) M 
such that •(.，•) is the inclusion map L ^ M and 龟[�t) is an immersion for 
all t. The variational vector field is a vector field along L given by V{x)= 
The variation is called normal if V is a normal vector field. For 
a normal variation, let dVt = y/^tdx!八..•八 cb" be the volume form for each t. 
Then (the proof is given in chapter 4) 
Q 
= (2.36) 
thus the volume of L will decrease most rapidly if the variation'is moved along 
the direction of mean curvature vector. A submanifold L is called a minimal 
submanifold if the mean curvature vector 'H vanishes. 
The following equation relates the second fundamental form with the curva-
ture tensors of M and L. 
Proposition 2.30. For any vectors Z and W, we have the Gauss Equa-
tion 
R{X, y，Z�W) = R{X, Y, Z, W) — (A{Y, Z), A{X, W)) + {A{X, Z), A{Y, W)). 
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Proof. Since this is a tensor equation, we can assume that all Lie Brackets vanish. 
R{X, Y, Z, W) = (VxVyZ - VyVXZ, W) 
={^xiVyZ + A{Y, Z)) - Vy{VXZ + A{X, Z)), W) 
=(VxVyZ - VyVx^, W) + Z), W) — (VyA(X, Z), W) 
= ( V x V y Z - V y V x ^ , W) - Z),VxW) + Z),VyW) 
= Y , z�wo -�_A(y，Z), A{X, W)) + Z), A{Y, W)) 
• 
Using the shorthand notation, we have (writing rjap = � e � , ep)) 
Rijki = Rijki + VapiAk'^A/ - ( 2 . 3 7 ) 
Chapter 3 
Basic facts in symplectic and 
complex geometry 
In this chapter we review the most basic facts in symplectic and complex ge-
ometry. A Symplectic manifold is, by definition, an even dimensional manifold 
M with a nondegenerate closed 2-form w. This condition gives us topological 
restrictions on symplectic manifold; for example any even dimensional sphere 
cannot be given a symplectic structure except when n = l, which is the Riemann 
sphere. We also introduce the notion of Lagrangian submanifolds. These are 
middle dimensional submanifolds L C M with the property W\l = 0. We state a 
structural lemma concerning Lagrangian submanifolds, which says that under a 
symplectomorphism, locally all Lagrangian submanifolds look like R" C C". 
Besides symplectic manifold, we also introduce KaJiler manifold. Kahler man-
ifolds can be regarded as a subclass of symplectic manifold, with the extra as-
sumption that it is complex and the complex structure is compatible with the 
symplectic structure. We show that on a Kahler manifold, the curvature tensor 
can be given a neat description using holomorphic coordinate. Indeed, the com-. 
plex, symplectic and Riemannian structure give restrictions to one and other via 
• 33 
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the two formulae: 
9(X, Y) = g{JX, JY), w{X, Y) = g{JX, Y). 
These two equations are fundamental in the study of Kahler geometry. 
After introducing Kahler manifold, we discuss a important subclass of the 
Kahler manifold: the Calabi-Yau manifold. Calabi-Yau manifold is a Kahler 
manifold with trivial canonical line bundle. Using the Kalilerian condition and 
Yau's result [15], [16], every compact Calabi-Yau manifolds has a unique Ricci-
flat metric. Calabi-Yau manifold is now an important object of study, due to 
the mirror symmetry conjecture, which postulates the equivalence of symplectic 
structure on a Calabi-Yau M and the complex structure on its mirror M. For our 
purpose here, we only show that Calabi-Yau manifold has a holomorphic volume 
form, which is used to define the Lagrangian angle for any Lagrangian immersion 
L —> M. Lastly we introduce the notion of calibration, and derive a formula 
between the Lagrangian angle and the mean curvature vector. 
The basic elements in symplectic and complex geometry introduced in this 
chapter can be found in [2], [3]，[7]，[9'. 
з.1 Symplectic manifolds, Lagrangian subman-
ifolds 
We first define a symplectic vector space. 
Definition 3.1. A symplectic vector space is a real vector space {V, w) to-
gether with a nondegenerate skew symmetric form, w is called a symplectic form. 
We recall that a bilinear form is called nondegenerate if w{u,v) = 0 for all 
u implies that v = 0. It is called skew symmetric if w{u,v) = —w{v, u) for all 
и,v eV. The following lemma is useful in studying symplectic vector space. The 
proof is elementary and is analogous to Gram Schmidt process. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space and w a skew sym-
metric bilinear form on V. Then there exist a basis 
such that 
1. wiVi, Uj) = Sij = -w{Uj, Vi)； 
2. w(yi, Vj) == w�Ui, Uj) = w{vi, Wj) = w{ui, Uj) = 0. 
Under the basis {vu • • • ,Vm,ui,... ，Wp}, w is represented by the 
matrix 
O -Im 
Im O • 
Op 
- J 
In particular, if (V, w) is a symplectic vector space, p = 0 and V is even dimen-
sional. One can also write 
m 
i=l 
where { f j , •.. ^ 4’ wJ’... u^} denotes the dual basis of {-yi, • • • , i^ m’ . . . ’ Um}-
Example 3.1.1. Let 二 R2n = {(工i’... ’ a；"，... y") : x\ y^ G R}. Using the 
standard basis {嘉，…,嘉，壶，...’春} and dual basis {dx^, •... , cb"’ dy\ . •. dy""}, 
n 
Wstd •= ^  dx^ A dyi 
i=l 
defines a symplectic form on E^", thus (M^", Wstd) is a symplectic vector space. In 
general, if (V, w) is any symplectic vector space and dimV — 2n, one can define 
an isomorphism 
by sending Vi to 态 and Uj to Then we have w = (f)*Wstd- Thus any symplectic 
vector space is isomorphic to the standard symplectic vector space {R^^^Wstd)-
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Definition 3.3. Let M be a C°° manifold of dimension m 二 2n. {M,w) is called 
a symplectic manifold if w is a nondegenerate closed two forms on M. 
The following are direct consequences of the definition. First, every tangent 
space {TxM, Wx) is a symplectic vector space. Thus symplectic manifolds are 
always even dimensional. Second, symplectic manifolds are always orientable, 
as w^ is an everywhere nonzero 2n-form. If in addition that M is compact, 
w^] 6 R) serves as generator, thus w^ is not exact. As a result, w^ is 
closed and not exact for A; = 1, • • • , n. Thus 
w^] e 
defines a nontrivial class in the even dimensional cohomology groups. This shows 
that, for example, S^^ cannot be symplectic for p > 1. 
We give here some examples of symplectic manifold. 
Example 3.1.2. Every Riemann surface M is a symplectic manifold, as the 
volume form serves as a symplectic form on M. 
Example 3.1.3. For any C°° manifold X, the cotangent bundle M = T*X can 
be given a symplectic form as follows. Let (x^ • • • , x") be a local coordinate for 
X. Then locally every 1-form can be written as Vidx^, thus 
• • • ,yn) 
is a local coordinate for T*X. We define on T*X the two form 
n 
w = A dyi. (3.1) 
• Z=1 
To show that w is well defined, let • • •，be another set of coordinate, then 
the two coordinates are related by the equations 
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Thus 
• dx^ dx^ . . . 
dx^ 八师 i = 应 • ^ 办 J A dyk 二 纲 八 dyk = dcc] A dyj 
and so w is well defined. Obviously w is nondegenerate and closed, thus (M, w) 
is symplectic manifold. Note that w = d{— Uidoc” is exact in this case. Note 
also that can be considered as and Wsta is obtained this way. 
Next we introduce Lagrangian submanifolds: 
Definition 3.4. Let {M,w) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold, L a n-
dimensional manifold and F : L ^ M be an immersion (resp. submanifold). L 
is called a Lagrangian immersion (resp. submanifold) of M if F*w = 0. 
Example 3.1.4. Before looking into Lagrangian submanifold, let first consider 
a Lagrangian plane L in a symplectic vector space (V, w). These are the n-
dimensional sub space L such that w\l = 0. For simplicity we assume that 
{V,w) = {R^^,Wstd)- M^e want to know how big the 'space of Lagrangian plane 
is. Let Lagiy) denote the space of Lagrangian plane in V. It is called the La-
grangian Grassmannians of V, and is a subset of the ordinary Grassman-
nians Gr{n, V). We write also Lag{n) := Indeed, as in ordinary 
Grassmannians, we can give LagiV) a structure of Homogenous space, such that 
Lag{V) is actually a C°° manifold. For simplicity we consider only Lag{n) and 
write w = Wstd = Y^dx^ A dy\ We consider R^" = C^ via the identification 
z^ = x^ + y/^yj. Then dz^ = dx^ + y/^dy^ and 
w = ^ ^ ^ V dz' A dJK 2 ^ 1=1 
Now consider a unitary matrix A = (Aij) e U{n). Let also that v^ = AijZ^. Then 
A* (Y^DV'A D^) = AJ^DZ' AD¥ = J2 八 
As a result, the symplectic form is invariant under unitary transformation, and' 
if {ei^ • • • , Cn} is an unitary basis of C^, the real span 
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is a Lagrangian plane. This means that U{n) acts transitively on Lag{n). Now 
let {EI, • • • , en} be the standard complex basis of C", then L = E" C C" is the 
Lagrangian plane defined by the standard basis. Obviously the isotopic subgroup 
(elements in U{n) fixing M" j of the U{n) action on Lag{n) is the orthogonal group 
0(n). Thus 
一…咱• 
dimU{n) = n^ and dimO{n) = 
dimLag{n) = ^^^ ”. (3.2) 
Thus in general one need "(“？+！) conditions to figure out a Lagrangian sub space. 
Example 3.1.5. Consider the symplectic manifold T*X and the symplectic form 
w introduced in example 3.1.3. Obviously the zero section 
Defines a Lagrangian submanifold. In general, let a be a smooth 1-form on X. 
Then the graph re i—> a^； can be considered as a n-dimensional submanifold, de-
noted by La. We show that La is Lagrangian if and only if da = 0. To show this, 
consider the 1-form a as a map (by definition) 
X � T * X • 
X ( X，A ^ ) 
Let B = - Vidx^ be the 1-form on T*X, introduced in example 3.1.3. Then 
= —a. By naturality� 
= s^dB = ds^B = -da, 
thus La is Lagrangian if and only if a is closed. • • 
The cotangent bundle serves as a local model for a Lagrangian submanifold 
L in M, in the following sense. Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold and L be a 
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compact Lagrangian submanifold. By the tubular neighborhood theorem, there 
is an open set U C M containing L and U is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle 
NL of L. Note that at each point p E L we have a canonical nondegenerate 
pairing 
TpL X TpM/TpL -> E 
X, pr] 
As NL = TM/TL, one has an isomorphism of vector bundle:. 
NL ^ T*L. 
As a result, on the open set U we have two symplectic form w\u and w (see exam-
ple 3.1.3) and L is Lagrangian with respect to both symplectic form. Moreover, 
we have the following 
Theorem 3.5. (Weinstein Tubular Neighborhood Theorem) Let (M, w) be a sym-
plectic manifold and L a compact Lagrangian submanifold. Then there exist a 
neigborhood Ui C M containing L, an open set U2 C T*L containing the zero 
section L and a diffeomorphism 
(t>:Ui-^U2 
such that (I)\l 二 idL and (ffw = lu丨[/厂 
As a result, one can see, for example, that all Lagrangian submanifold L near 
L are given by closed form of L. 
3.2 Kahler and Calabi-Yau manifolds 
In this section, we introduce several equations used in subsequent Chapters. 
These equation relate the almost complex structure J, the metric g and the 
symplectic form w m a. Kahler manifold. First we give a definition. • 
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Definition 3.6. Let {V^w) be a symplectic vector space. An almost complex 
structure is a linear operator J : V ^ V such that J^ = —id. Let M be a 
differentiable manifold. An almost complex structure J is a bundle map 
J :TM^TM 
which satisfies J^ = —id. (M, J) is called an almost complex manifold. 
Definition 3.7. A complex manifold M of complex dimension n is a dif-
ferentiable manifold of dimension 2n such that the change of coordinate can be 
considered as holomorphic map from a domain of C^ to a domain of C^. 
Proposition 3.8. Every complex manifold has a canonical almost complex struc-
ture. 
Proof. Let 2; = (2；^,z'^) be a complex local coordinate of M, where ？= 
x^ + and (x^,…工〜y!,…,?/") denotes the real local coordinate. Then 
.d d d d . 
Define J : TpM -> TpM by 
j ( ^ ) = ！ j ( ! � 二 丄 
八 da:�— dyi' �dy�— dx'' 
Using the Cauchy-Riemann equation, one can check that the definition is inde-
pendent of the complex local coordinate chosen. As J is smoothly defined and 
J2 = —id, J is an almost complex structure. • 
An almost complex structure J on M is called integrable if it is the canonical 
complex structure of some complex structures (a system of holomorphic chart) 
on M. We state here the famous theorem concerning integrable almost complex 
structure: 
Theorem 3.9. An almost complex structure J is integrable if and only if 
Nj{X, Y) := [X, Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY] - [JX, JY] = 0 
for any vector X, Y. 
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Remark 3.10. If M is given a torsion free connection V, we have 
N八X, Y) = {VYJ)JX - {VxJ)JY - {VJXJ)Y + {VJYJ)X. (3.3) 
Note that in proving the above equality, the equation (derived by J^ = —id) 
( • x J ) J + J ( V x J ) = 0 (3.4) 
is used. 
Next we prove that every symplectic manifold admits an almost complex 
structure J. Indeed we will show that J is compatible with the symplectic form. 
Definition 3.11. Let {V,w) be a symplectic vector space. Then an almost com-
plex structure J is called compatible if 
w{X, JX) > 0 
for any nonzero vector X. 
It is the same as saying that 
g{X,Y) :=w{X,JY) 
defines an inner product on V. 
Proposition 3.12. Every symplectic vector space has an almost complex struc-
ture. ‘ 
Proof. As every symplectic vector space is isomorphic to the standard symplectic 
vector space it is easy to construct a compatible almost complex 
structure. However, the construction may not be done continuously on each 
tangent plane. As a result, we give another proof here. 
Let G be an inner product on (V, w). As w^ G are both nondegenerate, there 
is a linear operator A:V -^V such that w{X, Y) = G{AX, Y) for any X,Y e V: 
As w is skew symmetric, we have A^ = —A. Define 
J = 
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then JJT — id and J^ = —J. Thus J^ = —id and J is a almost complex 
structure. To check w(X, JX) > 0, 
w{X, JX) = G{AX, JX) = G{-JAX, X) = X) > 0 ^ 0, 
as ^AAF is positive definite. • 
J so constructed is canonical once we fix G, As any manifold can be given a 
metric G, 
Proposition 3.13. Let {M,w) be a symplectic manifold. Then M can be given 
a compatible almost complex structure J. 
Note that we have defined the symplectic form w, the almost complex struc-
ture J and the metric g on M, which are compatible with each other: 





Note that J may not be integrable. 
Definition 3.15. A Kahler manifold M = (M, w, J, g) is a symplectic manifold 
with an integrable compatible almost complex structure J. 
Lemma 3.16. Let (M， w, J, g) be a symplectic manifold with a compatible almost 
complex structure. Then M is Kahler if and only ifVJ = 0 as (1,1)-tensor. 
Proof. Using (2.7)，dw = 0’ (3.14 (I),(IV)), torsion free condition of V and the 
equation 
x�jy，z) = ((VxJ)y, z) + (JVxF, z) +�jy，VxZ), 
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we have 
0 = ((VxJ)F, Z) + ( (VyJ)Z, X) + {{VzJ)X, Y) 
for any vector X, Y, Z. Replacing X by JX or Y by JF, we have 
0 = { i V j x m Z) + ((VyJ)Z, JX) + {{VzJ)JX,Y), (3.5) 
0 = {{VxJ)JY, Z) + {{VjyJ)Z, X) + ( (VzJ)X, JY). (3.6) 
By a direct calculation, 
{{VzJ)JX,Y) = ({VzJ)X,JY), {{VyJ)Z,JX) = -{{VYJ)JX,Z). (3.7) 
Adding (3.5) and (3.6), and use (3.7) gives 
2( (VzJ)X, JY) = {-(VjxJ)Y — {VxJ)JY + ( V j y J ) X + (VyJ)JX, Z) 
= {Nj{X,Y),Z) 
by (3.3). Thus iVj 三 0 if and only if V J 三 0. • 
Remark 3.17. There are several equivalent definitions of a Kahler manifold. For 
example, we can start with a complex manifold (M, J) and construct a metric g 
compatible with the canonical almost complex structure (One needs to check that 
this can always be done). Then {M, J, g, w) is Kahler if and only if w is closed. 
On the other hand, using (3.14 (I)), V J = 0 if and only if ^w = 0. Thus 
the holonomy group Hol(V) (for definition, see [9]) of (M, g) is contained inside 
U{n). On the other hand, if i7o/(V) C U{n), one can define the Kahler form on 
M by parallel transport. Thus M is Kahler if and only if Hol{V) C U{n). 
In subsequent chapters, we only concern about the curvature tensor R of the 
Kahler manifold. As the Riemannian structure and the complex structure are 
related in the Kahler case, it is natural to use complex coordinate to calculate 
the curvature tensor. Let 
TcM :=TM^C 
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be the complexified tangent bundle. The canonical almost complex struc-
ture J is extended complex linearly to TcM. The complexified tangent bundle 
splits into holomorphic tangent bundle T^ ® and antiholomorphic tangent 
bundle T^^, defined by the 士 \ / ^ eigenspace of J respectively. Under a local 
complex coordinate {z^, ‘ ‘ • , z'^), where z � 二 工^ + y /^y^, define 
d 1, d d \ d I, d r— d \ ,…� 
^ ：二 - W ••= + (3.8) 
By direct checking, we have J 嘉 = a n d J嘉 二 — V ^ 嘉 . I n the rest 
of this section, the indices i and j of any tensor corresponds to the basis 嘉 and 
嘉 respectively. 
By extending the definition of Levi-Civita connection V complex linearly, we 
write 
As V J = 0, we have 
Thus rf j = 0. Similarly, all terms except F j^ and vanish and F^ -^ = F各. 
Now consider the metric g. Using (3.14 (IV))，〈嘉’态〉=〈嘉，嘉〉=0. 
Define 
Q Q 
G巧二〈应 W � . ‘ (3-9) 
As 
= r《各 （3.10) 
^ dz^ -�V~Adz:i,dzi)-li御I. 
= (3.11) 
Before performing calculations on curvature tensor, we give a general remark 
on a complex connection D on a holomorphic vector bundle E of a complex 
manifold. The definition of D is the same as in the real case (definition 2.9), with 
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real linearity replaced by complex linearity. Similarly, the connection 1-form 9 is 
defined as in (2.12): 
Dca = OpaGp, 
where e^ are now holomorphic local basis for E. The following lemma is analogous 
to the Levi-Civita connection in the real case. 
Lemma 3.18. Let M be a complex manifold and E a holomorphic vector bundle 
on M with a hermitian metric h. Then there resit a unique connection D, called 
the Chern Connection on E, which satisfies 
(i) D d Tj = 0 for any holomorphic section rj; 
(ii) Dh = 0. 
Proof. Let hap = h{ep, e^). Condition (i) and (ii) imply that the connection one 
form 9 must satisfies 
e = h-'^dh. (3.12) 
Thus the Chern connection exist and is unique. • 
Next we use D to compute the curvature RD = D^. Using (3.12) and (2.13), 
we have 
R D = ~ B { h -哪 . . (3.13) 
Definition 3.19. Let M be a complex manifold and E a holomorphic vector 
bundle with a complex connection D. The first Chern form Ci{D) is a 2-form 
on M given by the contraction of the two fiber indices of RD = : 
'.= V ^ R f ^ f . (3.14) 
Remark 3.20. The first Chem form of a vector bundle satisfy the following 
properties: 
1. Ci{D) is closed. 
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2. The class [^ci(D)] G R) is independent of the connection D chosen. 
The class [^ci{D)] is called the first Chern class of E. The first Chern 
class of M, Ci (M) is defined as the first Chern class of the holomorphic tangent 
bundle. 
Consider the case of holomorphic tangent bundle. As /ijj := gjj serves as a 
hermitian metric on the Christoffel symbols (3.11) satisfies (3.12). Thus 
the Levi-Civita connection V and the Chern connection D coincide in 
Kahler manifold. 
Next we compute the curvature tensor R (with respect to V or D). Under 
the complex coordinate, 
Lowering the indices by gij, we have 
^m - = 〈风 | t ， I ^ )，各 (3-15) 
Similarly, one can define other terms like R i � , b u t they all vanish. Since the 
condition V J = 0 implies 
{R{X, Y)Z, W) = {R{X, Y)JZ, JW), (3.16) 
Thus • 
卿 、 = 〈 聊 J 备 J^i) 二 - 〈 贴 ， ” i ， | r � . 
By (2.20), we see that the only nonvanishing terms are of the form R 服 More-
over, using first Bianchi identity (2.20 c.), R-jj^ i + Riki] + RiTjk = 0, thus 
R m - (3.17) 
As a result, the Ricci curvature of M is given by 
历 c ( & ， 原 ） = 版 巧 = = 9'%ikj = g^Rm-
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By explicit calculations, Ricfj = � { R i c ( ~ ^ , 嘉 ) + v ^ i ^ i c (嘉’ J 嘉 ) } and 
ci{D){X, Y) = Ric{JX,Y), Ric(X,Y) = Ci{D){X, JY). (3.18) 
Thus the Ricci curvature of M is determined by the first Chern form of M. On 
the other hand, the first Chern form has the following interpretation: 
Definition 3.21. The canonical line bundle Km of a complex manifold M is 
given by 
Km ：二 (3.19) 
Locally on a coordinate chart Ua, dz^ 八 dz"^ A . . .八 dz: serves as a base for 
Km. The transition function is given by the determinant of the Jacobian matrix 
Jap 二 If /i is a hermitian matrix on the tangent bundle, by checking 
the transition property, DET{H^-.) defines a hermitian metric on K*M. A S a result, 
by (3.13), 
Ci{K*m) = l^ddlogdetih)]. 
On the other hand, given h the first Chern class of M is given by 
C I ( M ) : = C I C T , = [±tr{d{h-'dh))]. 
ZTT 
Using the equality tr{h—�dk) = 5logdet{h)^ 
ci{M) = = -C,{Km). (3.20) 
Together with previous calculations, the Ricci curvature of M is a representation 
of the first Chern class of the anticanonical line bundle K ^ . 
Definition 3.22. A Calabi-Yau manifold is a Kahler manifold M with trivial 
canonical line bundle. 
We recall here the famous theorem of Yau [15], [16]: 
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Theorem 3.23. Let M be a compact Kahler manifold with Kahler form w. Then 
for any real dosed (1,1) form p with [p] = 27rci(M), there is a unique metric g, 
and Kahler form w' such that [w'] = [ic] and Ci (•沒')=p. 
Assuming Yau's theorem, if M is a compact Calabi-Yau manifold, then Ci ( M ) = 
Ci{Kl^) = 0 e IP�M, R). Choose p = 0, then M can be given a unique Ricci-
flat metric. 
Remark 3.24. There are several inequivalent definitions of a Calabi-Yau m.an-
ifold. For example, some texts define Calabi- Yau manifold as a Kahler manifold 
with Ricci flat metric. Although the Ricci form represents the real first Chern 
class, the two definitions are not equivalent as there might be torsion in Z). 
In the following, we assume that all Calabi-Yau manifolds M are endowed 
with a Ricci-flat metric g and Kahler form w. As the canonical line bundle is 
trivial, there is a global nonvanishing (n, 0)-form on M. Next we prove that we 
can choose a special holomorphic basis. First we state a proposition concerting 
the Holomony group of a Calabi-Yau manifold. 
Proposition 3.25. Let M be a compact n-dimensional Kahler manifold with a 
metric g. Then g is Ricci flat if and only if the holomony group Hol(V) lies in 
SU(n), where V denote the Levi-Civita connection of g. . 
Proof. The Levi-Civita connection V on TM induces a connection V"" on Km — 
八n(rio)*. By definition ([9])，one see that an element A e Hol{W) C U{n) will 
be sent to det{A) e Thus = 0 if and only if Hol{V) C SU{n). 
By Probenius theorem, Hol{V) = 0 if and only if the metric V " is flat. By (3.20) 
we know that the metric on Kl^ is the Ricci curvature. Thus g is Ricci flat if and 
only if Hol{V) C SU{n). • • 
Theorem 3.26. On a Ricci-flat Calabi- Yau manifold M, there is a holomorphic 
(n,0)-form Q,, unique up to a multiplication o / c € C with |c| = 1，such that 
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(1) vn = o； 
(2) ^ = (-1)+-I)/2(x/=T/2广n 八 R 
Q, is called a holomorphic volume form of M. 
Proof. The argument is similar as in remark 3.17. Choose x e M and a local 
coordinate around x. Define 
= A--'A dz^. • 
Q, is then defined by parallel transporting. Q is well defined, as Hol{S/) C SU{n) 
and = ^x for any A E SU{n). Condition (1) is satisfied by construction, 
so is (2)，as V w = 0 and 
n! 
Conversely, any holomorphic (n, 0)-form must be of the form cQ, thus (2) holds 
if and only if |c| = 1. • 
3.3 Calibration 
In this section we define calibration and study how Lagrangian submanifold can 
be interpreted in the context of calibration. In particular, the Lagrangian angle is 
introduced. Calibration was first introduced by Harvey and Lawson [6], as a tool 
to study minimal submanifold. Besides solving problems in miminal submanifold 
theory, the notion is now important in differentiable manifold theory, including 
special Lagrangian geometry. 
Definition 3.27. Let M be an orientable manifold with volume form dV, and 
(j) he a closed k-form on M. • is called a calibration on M if for all x e M, 
(^{W) < 1 for any oriented k-planes in T^M, where (f){W) — <^(ei,... , e^) for any 
oriented orthonormal basis {ei, •. • , Ck} ofW. A k-plane W is calibrated by (j) 
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if (f){W) = 1. An immersed submanifold N is called a calibrated submanifold 
with respect to • if each TyN C TyM is calibrated by (p. 
Note that N is an calibrated submanifold if and only if (/>|iv = cIVn. It can be 
shown that calibrated submanifolds are area minimizing along its homology class 
iV] G Hk{M, Z). If N is compact, it is a consequence of stokes theorem. 
In the following, let (M, g, J, H) be a Calabi-Yau manifold with a Ricci-flat 
metric g. Fix ^ G S^  and consider the form e'^ H. 
Proposition 3.28. For any 沒 e gi, is a calibration. 
To show the proposition, we need only to check the condition on Wstd, ^std)-
Using a special representation of the oriented n-plane W C C ([6] lemma 7.5), 
one see that < 1 and equality holds if and only if W is Lagrangian. 
Definition 3.29. Let M be a Calabi-Yau manifold and F .. L — M be an ori-
entable Lagrangian immersion. Then the Lagrangian angle of L is a smooth 
map 
9 
defined by the equation 
n\L = e'^ dVL. (3.21) 
L is called special Lagrangian, if the Lagrangian angle is constant. 
Thus special Lagrangian submanifold L are calibrated submanifold of M, with 
respect to the n-form i ? e ( e一访T h e following equation shows that a Lagrangian 
submanifold is minimal if and only if it is special. The equation was stated in [6 . 
Proposition 3.30. Let 9 be the Lagrangian angle of L. Then 
de = -H ：二 —Ljfju. (3.22) 
where H is the mean curvature vector and w is the Kdhler form of M. 
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Proof. Let {e!，.. • , be local orthonormal basis of TL around pe L such that 
•eiCjCp) = 0. Such a local frame can be constructed using parallel transport. 
Then {ei，...’e, ’ ^n+i, •.. ’ e2n} forms a local orthonormal frame around p E M, 
where Jei = Locally, we write 
n = + 八 . . . a (e" + v ^ e ^ " ) . 
By (3.21), 
e � � = n(ei，...’e„). . 
Take any vector field X along L and differentiate the above equation, 
Wd0(X)=X(^Xei，...，e„)) 
= E n ( e i ， … ， e „ ) ) (3.26 (1)) 
j 
= “ 日 E 〈 • 灼 〜 
3 
j 
=-ie � w ( X ) . 
Note that we have used Ve,ej(p) = 0’ (3.14 (I), (IV)). 口 
Chapter 4 
Mean curvature flow 
In this chapter, we study Lagrangian mean curvature flow. In particular, we 
consider an Lagrangian immersion F : L — M o£ L into a Calabi-Yau M and the 
deformation of L under the mean curvature vector: 
^ ： L x [0,T) M 
* ’ 0 ) 二 F(-) (4.1) 
^ - H 
at — 
We say that the flow is a Lagrangian mean curvature flow, if the flow pre-
serves the Lagrangian condition {^^w = 0，where ^t •=歪(.’力))• Lagrangian 
mean curvature flow was first studied by K. Smoczyk. He showed in [12] that 
the mean curvature flow has a unique solution, if L is compact. The proof is 
formal and use result of Hamilton [5]. In the same paper he proved that the flow 
is Lagrangian if in addition that M is Calabi Yau (With Ricci-flat metric). To 
prove this result, we look into the restriction of the symplectic form w =少J^ IiJ on 
each Lt = and show that [lyp satisfies the following equation: 
4 lyP < A lu ^ + 0 10 . at — 
where c is a positive constant. Then ly 三 0 follows from parabolic maximum 
principle. One goal of this chapter is to derive the above inequality. Another 
52 “ 
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goal is to derive differential equations for the mean curvature form H and the 
Lagrangian angle 9. The equations are: 
•^H = -dd*H 
at 
and 
respectively. Note that the two quantities are related by the equation dO = —H. 
4.1 Basic equations in Lagrangian immersions 
Let F : L — M be an immersion of an n-dimensional manifold L into a complex 
n-dimensional Kahler manifold (M, g, w). For the moment, we do not assume 
that F is a Lagrangian immersion. However, we assume that the map 
N:TpL 4 NpL 
N{v) = (J�)丄 
is an isomorphism for each p e l , where 丄 denote the projection to the normal 
bundle. Having this, the second fundamental form is a (0,3)-tensor 
hiX,Y,Z) = -(VxY,N{Z)) yX,Y,ZeTj,L. (4.2) 
Under a local coordinate • • • we write 
, ^ d d d � , � 
h = (4.3) 
Remark 4.1. In the following, we identify tangent vectors of L with its image 
under F” such that notations like V s ^ make sense. 
Define a (0,2)-tensor on L: 
, = (4.4) 
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By definition, as N is an isomorphism, rj is invertible and we use rf] to denote its 
inverse. Note that if L is Lagrangian, = Qij. Now the mean curvature vector 
can be written as 
where H = (Hk) is given by 
Hk = g”hijk.. 
Note that the definition is the same as (3.22)，since 
〈 《 / 异 ， 〈 异 ， 务 - 〈 异 ’ 喻 
二〈丑)V•�(&)’ " ( i )�=丑)• = H , 
Next we derive some equations which relate h with w and the curvature tensor. 
The main purpose is to derive a equation for dH ((4.10) below), which is used 
to derive a parabolic differential inequality for in the next section. In the 
following, we always use g instead of 77 to raise or lower indices. We first restate 
the Gauss equation (2.37): 
Proposition 4.2. 
Rijkl = Rijkl — Tl^^hjkmhiln + Tl^^^ikmhjln- (4.5) 
Then we consider h and w: 
Proposition 4.3. 
hijk — hikj = Wjk-,i. (4.6) 
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Proof. 
= -〈％^ j，"(5^)�= - — («^i)T� 
= 一 � ^ b ! ^涼 ’ 7涼〉+〈•点 ^ ， 7 � � 
= 切 仇 广 〈 义 原 ， • 点 ⑩ > - 1 > 认 
=hikj + Wjk,i - I%wik — Tlj^Wji 
=hikj + Wjk-i 
• 
Proposition 4.4. 
- hijk-i = Riijk + rT'^'W^Qiijmhikp — hijmhikp) 
(4.7) 
where underline denote the action ofN. That is，瓦他—嘉， 
Proof. We choose a normal coordinate around p G L. Thus rg = 0 and hijk;i = 
-"卿=-#〈％ i，斤 ( i )�+i〈％ i ’ " ( £ ) � 
-〈•& 嘉，•念"(嘉)〉 
+—〈％ % 各 去。、+〈•态嘉，％"(嘉)〉 
dx…CO] dx'^ d^ dx^ ^ dx^ 
Under normal coordinate, we have V ^ ^ = thus 
— hijk,i =瓦 ijk + rr%jm�N(~^\V 為 I^^Y) 
1画〜.“例嘉)，％斤(嘉) 
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As 
斤(嘉)=JQi) - ( = - (4.8) 
=〈％ 兮 ， " ( i ) � -
= 彷 顶 A 嘉 " i � + — “ 矢 . 
= - w ^ h i j i + w/hiik 
Putting it back, we obtain (4.7). • 
Proposition 4.5. 
犯il-,kj - Wji.ki = Wij.ik + Rijk^Wml + Rikl�m — RjkrWim. (4.9) 
Proof. First we use the Ricci identity (2.27) 
切 = 'Wiljk - Rjki^Wml 一 Rjkl�im. 
Then observe that dw = 0 implies 
0 = {dw)iji = Wiij + Wij,i + Wji,i 
=Wihj + 叫 m + Wji.i 
Thus 
= Wji.’ik - Rjki�ml - RjkrWim 
= - Rkij'^Wml — Rkil^Wjm + Wij.jk — Riki^Wml — Rjkl^Wim 
二 Wji.’ki + Wij.ik + Rijk^Wml + RikrWjm — 严L^IM. 
By Ricci identity (2.27) again and first Bianchi identity (2.20 (c)). • 
Proposition 4.6. 
{dH)ij = g�ij�ik + Rijkiw'^ + Ri'^Wjk — Rj^Wik + g'^Rjiki 
‘ (4.10) 
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Proof. By (4.6)， 
W i j = thi — Hij = -
= — hku;j) 
= - Wji-ki + hjki-i - hiki-j). 
Using (4.9) and (4.7), 
啊 a = 作 + Rijk�ml + RikrWjm — RjkrWim 
+ Rjikl + 7]霞w/[hikmhjlp - hjkmhilp) 
+ 7]龍 W,(Jljkmhipn — hikmhjpn)} 
= + RijkmW^ + Rik^Wjm — Rjkl'^Wim 
+ Rjikl + rr�rl\hikrjljlp — hjkmhilp)} 
= + + - RMk + gk%iki_ 
Note that we use the Gauss equation (4.5) in the last step. • 
4.2 Evolution equation for 
Assume now we have a family of immersion Lt in M moved under the mean 
curvature flow. That is, we have a solution to the equation (4.1).' We also assume 
that N defined in the last section is still an isomorphism in the time interval 
0, T). First we state some evolution equations. 
Lemma 4.7. Under the mean curvature flow, we have, 
� i9ij = 一2rfiHkJMji, ； 
(b) ig'' = 2gikgjl”mnHrrJlkln, ‘ 
(c) iG = -2Gri'^HiHj, where G = det{gij), 
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(d) f^w 二 dH. 
Proof. The following calculations are standard. 
� A s 恥 〈 嘉 , 嘉 〉 ， 
d _ d d d — d d \ . d — d . 
Jt^'' 二 rftW'��二（•畜涼，+ •畜际〉 
=
〈 ％ 基 i ^ � + = 〈 • & 异 ， 嘉 〉 + 异 〉 
=—2/ifHkhiji. 
(b) Using g'^ Qjk =較， 
thus 
j/' = - 2g�irrHmhkin. 
(c) One use the identity (logdetAy = 
j G = = 丑A：〜丨= 
(d) The calculation is similar as in (a). Using w{X, Y) = {JX, Y), 
d d d d . , d d . ,, d - d \ 
dt""- = 际〉=〈•羞 J ^ ’ ^ � + •务—〉 
d d \ ,, d - d \ 
= � • ^ • 3 ! ^ 茨， - � + � J &， V A 茨〉 
dx'' dxo' \ ， U dcc3' doc]�dx' ‘ 
=Hj�i - Hi,j = {dH)ij 
using the fact that H{X) = {JH,X). 
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• 
Now assume that M is a Ricci-flat Calabi Yau manifold. 
Proposition 4.8. Let L be compact and ^ he a solution to the mean curvature 
flow equation (4.1) in the time interval [0,r] and N is an isomorphism. Let 
w = ^^w. Then 
<A\w\^ + c\w\^ (4.11) 
for a 'positive constant c. 
Proof. Let = g^ g^^ ^WijWki. Then 
=細、jWki^k + 2g � � ^ W i j . 
Using lemma (4.7 (d)) and (4.10), we have 
- + 2w�k%ki_ + 2rrw�i(h,Jijki - h/M. 
We have (see remark 2.24) 
=2v/jgUwij.’ki + 
> � i m . 
On the other hand, all terms quadratic in w is bounded by clwl"^, using the 
compactness of L x [0’T]. For example, under normal coordinate, 
hj k ij k 
hj k 
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Thus we have 
-|圳2 < + c\wf + 
It remains to show that 
is also bounded by First pick p e L and let {ei, • • •，e„} be an or-
thonormal frame at p which diagonalize 77. Moreover, assume that we have 
chosen a coordinate of L around p, such that e i , … , e „ are coordinate vectors. 
By extension we assume that we have a coordinate of M around p, such that 
{ei，. •. , e„，•/V(ei)，... iV(e„)} forms a set of coordinate vectors at p. Using (4.8), 
=9ij — gklwikWji — g^Wj 爪 Win + ging 霞 gklwikWjm 
=9ij — g^^'Wjm'Win. 
As { e i , … , C n } is an orthonormal basis, Qij — 5ij. Thus 
Y i \ 
1 丄 ’. 
1 — a i 
1 
\ T ^ / 
where ai 二 X^ z (切“尸.Using the Calabi-Yau condition, 
n n 1 
0 = MX, Y) = J2(R{X, Y)+ J2 iV�)iV⑷，7). 
i=l i=l 1 — ai 
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Using V J = 0 and (4.8), we have 
0 = 风X, e,)J(e,), JY) + iV(e,)) J(iV(e,)), JY) 
二 + uHj^ek), JY) + ^(1 + J^)〈项足 A^fe)) J(iV�)，JY) 
i=l i=l I 
n n 
= ； e i ) N { e i ) , JY) + ^ Wik(R{X, e^e^, JY) 
1=1 i’fc=l 
n 
+ ^ {R{X, N(ei))J(J{ei) - WikCk), JY) 
i,fc—1 
+ E N{e,))J{N{e,)), JY) 
i=l 丄 一 ai 
n n 
=jyMX, ei)N{ei), JY) + ^ Wik_, JY) 
i二 1 i,k=l 
n n 
-YJMX, JY) - ^ w讽X, TV�)efc, JY) 
z=l i,k=l 
+ V ^ m N{e,))J{N{e,)), JY). 
Now we use the Bianchi identity (2.20 (c)) and the rule of interchanging indices 
(2.20 (b))， 
n 
JY)ei, N{ei)) = ^ {wik(R{X, JY) — Wij^X, N{ei))ek, JY)} 
i=l 丄—ai 
Putting X 二 ej and Y = — Je ,^ 
n 
g"%iki = wi%iki - wi%iki + N{ek))J{N{ek)), a). 




“ 1 - a 知 
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Note that the first two terms of the right hand side of the above equation are 
quadratic in w. Moreover, as ak < and 1 - ajt is bounded from below as 
long as rj is nonsingular, we have iki < CliyP. Thus we obtain (with a 
different c, of course) 
dt 一 
• 
Now we can prove the first main result of this chapter: 
Theorem 4.9. Let L be a compact manifold without boundary, smoothly im-
mersed into a Calabi-Yau manifold M. Then the mean curvature flow equation 
has a unique solution in a time interval [0,T]. Moreover, if L is a Lagrangian 
immersion, each Lt are also Lagrangian immersions. 
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of solution to mean curvature flow equation 
follows from results in [5]. We use the inequality (4.11) to show that the flow 
preserve the Lagrangian condition, let e > 0 and fe = ee?气 Then /e(•，0)= 
—e < 0 and 
^JE < A/e + Cf, - < A/^  + cf,. 
at 
Using parabolic maximum principle, we have /g < 0 for all p G L and t € 
0,r] . Let e goes to zero, we obtain < 0. Thus 三.0 and each Lt is 
Lagrangian. • 
4.3 Evolution equations for H and 9 
In this section we assume that M is Calabi-Yau and the flow (4.1) is Lagrangian 
mean curvature flow. The goal of this section is to derive the differential equations 
for H and 0. Under the Lagrangian assumption, r] = g and we have the full 
symmetry of h: 
Q Q 
- 〈 • ^ ^ 际 ， J � � 二 知 二 H淋="树. （4.12) 
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We restate some of the equations in lemma (4.7): 
Lemma 4.10. Under the Lagrangian mean curvature flow, we have 
� I = 
(b) = 
(c) dH = 0. 
Proposition 4.11. 
= Hk-ji — H^hji^himk — H^hijmhki'^ + IJi R她. 
Proof. The proof is just direct computation. First, 
d^ d d B . 
孟 啡 二 〈 • 态 应 ’ J � � 
二 — 〈 歹 畜 歹 & ^ ’ J 涼 〉 _ 〈 • & 际 ’ J • 畜 ⑩ 〉 
d ^ d . ,-^.d d . d , d . d - d \ 
=-�Vifr•悬^，Jq^) - J � � — � ^ i 应 ’ J•壶瓦〉 
\ d^ a^dt dx^' \ � dx'^dx^' dx^' \ J^-dxo' ’ 
= J ^ ) + — ( V ^ ^ , JV_a 
dx^ 8x3 dxk - dx^ dx3 a^ ‘ 
(4.13) 
Next we calculate the first and the third term of the right hand side of (4.13) 
using normal coordinate at a point p £ L. 
dx^ dxJ dxk dx^ dx3 dx^ dx^ 
= 〈 ％ { 丑 V 嘉 + ” \ r j l + / W ^ ) } ， 
= = 〈 丑 。 " 嘉 + 『 赋 J 嘉 + 『 ‘ 、 去 J , J ^ ) 
=Hk.,ji — H^hjmhiik. 
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For the other term, 
- � • a a H) = ( V ^ ^ , JV a ( f f ' j ^ ) ) \ JJ dx]' ^ ‘ ^ d.i dx3 g � dxi" 
=—Hljlijmhkim-
Thus (4.11) is obtained. • 
Now we derive the differential equation for the mean curvature form H: 
Theorem 4.12. 
^H = -dd*H = -AH. (4.14) 
at 
Proof. As Hk = g'^hijk, 
Using (4.10 (b)), (4.11), Bochner formula and Gauss equation, 
羞Ffc = 2 邮 + gHHk�ji - H%rhimk — H%jmhr + 
=g^'H^s + 邮 - H'Hmhkr + 9''Hmijjk 
=-Ai/fc + RkiHi + H'h'^ihijk — H'Hmhkr + 一丑頃! i 他 
=-Ai^fc + + g'^nmuj. 
Lastly, as Rijjk = Rujk (since V J = 0) and g气Rujk + Riijk) = 0 (by Calabi-Yau 
condition), (4.14) is obtained. • 
Remark 4.13. Similarly, if Lt are moved by a normal vector 
field Y and let 
Y = i^w, using similar computations we obtain 
4-w = dY, ^H = -dd*Y. 
at at 
Thus we have the corollary: 
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Corollary 4.14. If Lt is a family of special Lagrangian submanifolds moved under 
the normal vector fields Y, then Y is a harmonic 1 -form. 
This result was first proved by Mclean in [10]. He also proved that any such in-
finitesimal deformation (harmonic forms) will give rises to an actual deformation 
of special Lagrangian submanifolds. 
Next we derive a differential equation for the Lagrangian angle 6. The follow-
ing proof was given in [14 . 
Theorem 4.15. 
y = M (4.15) 
Proof. First recall that 0 is defined by the equation 
= e'^dVL. 
Let Ft : L M he the immersion, then 
令 L + 令 L 二 - i � F风 = 哪 
by (2.8). Using Cartan formula (2.9) and d l^ = 0, 
After an explicit calculation using e-访fi = dz^A- • •八cb"，TpL = . . .， 
If - IP! 
n — n Qyi, 
n 




= ie访 A …八 f/i). A …八 da;" = - ie 'hj j^dVi. 
•7=1 
d{F*Lj^Cl) = e访de A Ljj^dVi - ie'^d{Ljj^VolL). 
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Under normal coordinate and use (3.22), J H = - 9 , - A . Thus 
n 
d{Ljj^dVL) = 八…A 八 . . .A daf") 
3=1 
= - _ V l 
ieie 瓦dVL + e访•^dVL = e访d0 A ij^dVL + ie'^AOdVL. 
Canceling e � from both sides and take imaginary part, we obtain (4.15). • 
Chapter 5 
Lagrangian angle of a foliation 
In this chapter, we consider a family of Lagrangian submanifolds which foliates 
a domain in C" and is moved together under the mean curvature flow. The 
advantage in considering a foliation is that the Lagrangian angles are defined as 
a function (still denoted by 6) in the ambient space. We show that 9 satisfies a 
degenerate parabolic differential equation: 
g = (5.1) 
, 1=1 
where {ei,…，e„} is any orthonormal basis for TL. 
Next we consider particularly the case n = 1. Problems arise in higher dimen-
sions, since the Lagrangian angle alone does not determine the tangent plane, so 
it is not possible to write out a basis {ei，• • •，H o w e v e r , in the case n = 1, the 
equation above is simplified to give a nonlinear second order degenerate partial 
differential equation in 9: 
QQ 
瓦 = O n cos2 0 + 2^ 12 sin0cos0 + Q22 sin^ 没， (5.2) 
where % := g ^ j denotes the second partial derivative with respect to the 
standard coordinates y^  in R .^ 
The main result in this chapter is to show that any function 9 satisfying 
equation (5.2) corresponds to a solution to the mean curvature flow equation 
67 
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of a smooth foliation. Lastly we apply the result to invariant solutions. These 
solutions correspond to stationary foliation where each submanifolds are moving. 
5.1 Proof of equation (5.1), (5.2) 
We first derive an equality between Laplacian of a function. Given a C°° function 
h : (M, g) — M, denote the Laplacian (see 2.24) of h by Ah. By composing h 
with F : 1/ — M, we get a function F*h : L ^ R. The two Laplacians AF*h and 
Ah are related as follows: Let x G L and { e i , C n } , { / i , fm} be orthonormal 
frames in T^L and NL^ respectively, then 




i=l j=l 乂 � 
n m 
=!>“ — - ⑷丄 W + fj) 
1=1 ‘ j=l 
m 
= 么 一 Vj^h + /,). 
3=1 
Next we consider a foliation of WQ C C" by Lagrangian submanifolds, and each of 
the submanifolds are then moved by the mean curvature flow. That is, consider 
a map 
F:LxUx [0，T) ~ 
where L is a n dimensional manifold, and U is an open set in IR" such that: 
1. For each fixed u = {ui, and t, F{-,u,t) : L ~ > C" is a Lagrangian 
embedding of L. 
2. For each fixed t, the map Ft := -,1) : LxU > C" is a diffeomorphism 
onto an open set Wt in 
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3. For each fixed u= (wi,..., Un), F(.,u, -) : L x [0, T) > CMs a solution to 
the mean curvature flow, i.e. 
已 ^ 
where 
H{x,u,t) = H{F{x,u,t)) is the mean curvature vector to F{',u,t) at a;. 
We use Lu’t to denote the embedding 
Lx{u}x {t} 4 
As a function, the Lagrangian angle ^ is a function on Lu,t. assuming that at 
each time F is a smooth foliation of an open set Wt- Then the Lagrangian 
angle can be regarded as a smooth function 
e-.LxUx [0,r) —^M/27rZ. 
We pullback 0 to a function 9 defined onW = {{y,t) : y e Wt}. More precisely, 
define 
e - .W ^ M/27rZ 
(5.4) 
Next we derive an equation for 9. Let [y, t) eWhe given. Then y 二 Ftijc, u) 
for a unique (re,u) e LxU. Let {ei,..., e„} be an orthonormal basis for the vector 
space {Ft)*TxL. The Lagrangian Condition (1) implies that {Jei,..., Je„} forms 
an orthonormal basis on NLx- Thus by (5.3) and (4.15) we have 
n 
A9 = Al^F^O — Wj^e + Je^ 
1=1 
n 
=A^,^ - V^e + Jei) (5.5) 
i=l 
r\Q n 
= — •异“ 舰 
By definition, we have 9{y, t) = 9{Ft(x, u),t)=沒(a;’ u, t), hence 
- , d e de 
• 処 彡 + — = — . 
at at at 
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As 卷 = 异 ’ the Lagrangian angle satisfies the following differential equation 
i=l 
or 
f t = i y � e “ 略 (5.6) 
i=l 
In the case that n = 1, we have e := ei = (cos sin 0), so we can write the 
equation completely in terms of 9. We summarize the result in the following 
Theorem 5.1. Let 6 :W ^ M/27rZ be defined by (54). Then 9 satisties 
—=Oil cos2 9 + 2012 sin 没 cos (9 + $22 sin^ 9, (5.7) 
Ob 
where Oij := dy^dy^ denotes the second partial derivative with respect to the stan-
dard coordinates y\ y^ in R^. 
5.2 Main theorem 
In this section we prove a converse of theorem 5.1. First define the following 
notations. Let V^ i, V2 be time dependent vector fields defined by Vi = (cos 没，sin 6) 
and V2 := JVi = (-sin0,cos0). 
Lemma 5.2. (5.2) is equivalent to 
^ = 一 . (5.8) 
Proof. By definition of Vi, 
89 —2 ~ 
As 二（cos 沒’ sin0) • 
— d d 
VviVi = cos (cos sin 9) + sin 9—{cos.9, sin 9) 
—Ox cos 9{— sin 0, cos 9) + 9y sin 6{— sin 9, cos 6) 
=(Vvi W 
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Thus we have |f = W i W i ^ - Vvi^Wa^- • 
Now we can prove the main theorem: 
Theorem 5.3. Let 9 : W M/27rZ be a function satisfying equation 
(5.2), where W CR"^ x [0, T). Then 'iyeWo = {{z, t) eW :t = 0}, we can find 
{Lt : t G [0,Ty)}, where Ty < T, such that 
1. each Lt is an integral curve of the vector field and y G LQ 
2. The family Lt : t G [0, Ty) is smooth in t and moved by mean curvature 
flow. 
Proof. Let y e Wq. The standard ODE theory implies that there is a curve a 
defined on [0, Ty) for some Ty <T such that 
a'{t) = {Vv,d)V2{a{t),t) 
< 
q:(0) =y . 
Using points on a as initial data, we find the integral curve of the vector field 
Vi{-, t) which pass through a{t). A standard result in ODE again states that the 
integral curves are smoothly dependent on initial data, thus we have a C°° map 






V(s，亡）G (—e, e) x [0, Ty). Note that the curvature of the integral curve is given 
by 6s = Vvi^ and (5.8) can be written as 
de � 
= i^v州 s (5.9) 
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Let t be fixed. We show that {Xt, V2) = 9s for all s G ( -e , €)• To this end, we 
calculate 
^((Xt, V2} - ds) = (Xts, V2} + (Xt, (V2)s} - 0SS 
As Xs = Vi = (cos sin 
Xst = Ot{— sin 9, cos 9) 
=etV2, 
where 9t := •§i9{X{s,t),t). So we have 
V2) - 9,) = 9 t - e,{Xt, Vi) - 9ss . (5.10) 
Now we calculate Qf A.s 9 = 9{X{s,t),t) 
_ 39 
where 蔡 denotes the partial derivative of 9 :W M/27rZ with respect to the 
t component. Putting it back into (5.10) and using (5.9), we have 
^ o n 
&(〈不，14�- 0s) = esiVuXt) -\-Vv,9{Xt,V2) + & - 9s{XuV,) - 6ss 
— de 
At s 二 0，X(0, t) = a{t). So Xt{0, t) = a\t) = {Vv^0)V2, and we have {Xt, V2)= 
VviO = O3. Then by uniqueness of ODE we conclude that {Xt, V2) = 9s for all 
s G (一e’e). 
Lastly, it is standard result in the theory of mean curvature flow [3] that if 
X^ 二丑 is satisfied, by applying diffeomorphism on each Lt := X{{—e, e),t), 
the integral curves are actually moved by mean curvature flow. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. • 
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5.3 Examples of invariant solution 
In this section we consider examples in which 9 is independent of t. These so-
lutions correspond to stationary foliation where each submanifolds are moving. 
(5.6) and (5.2) give 
e)=0 , (5.11) 
and 
9u cos2 9 + 2没 12 sin 0 cos 0 + 622 sin^ 0 = 0 , (5.12) 
respectively. 
Example 5.3.1. Obviously 9{x^y) = ax + by c is a solution of (5.12) for any 
constant a, h, c. In the trivial case where a = b = 0, the plane is foliated by 
straight lines. Except this case we consider (after a rigid motion) 0{x,y) = ax 
for a > 0. The result is the well known translation invariant solution of mean 
curvature flow, called the grim reaper [1]. As a graph, it is given by 
1 
v(x)=——In cos ax + C, 
a 
where C is a constant and a; ^ + for m e Z. When a; = ^ + 〒，it is 
filled by vertical straight lines. So in this case, C is foliated by grim reapers and 
straight lines. This is also an example that under the mean curvature flow the 
Lagrangian fibers do not converge to special Lagrangian fibers, namely straight 
lines in C. 
Example 5.3.2. Consider W = R2Z{o} and use standard polar coordinate (r, 0). 
Define Q人r, 6) = 6 + c, where c G M/27rZ is a constant. Using the basis {悬，嘉}， 
the Hessian of 6c is given by 
一2 / 0 
V - ” 乂 
As a result, 0c satisfies (5.11) if and only if (cos 0c, sin 9c) is parallel to either 悬 
or 嘉.This is true if and only if c = 0,7r or c = f，螯.The first case corresponds 
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to fibration of W by straight rays from the origin, while the second corresponds 
to fibration of W by concentric circles centered at the origin. 
Intuitively, every curves in the nontrivial invariant solutions should not have 
points where curvature is zero. As an application of result in previous section, 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.4. Let 9 he a solution of (5.11). Assume that VVi没(2/) = 0 for 
some y G W. If a is the integral curve for the vector field Vi = (cos 9, sin^) 
passing through y. Then a is a straight line. 
Proof. Let a : (—e, e) ^^ W be the integral curve for the vector field VI. Then 
a '⑷二 
< 
q:(0) = y . 
\ 
As Vv^ O = Os, by (5.1) we have Gss = (Vva^)^^. Again by result in ODE, as 
^s(O) = = 0 we have ds{s) = 0 for all s. Thus 9{s)三 c and a is a straight 
line. • 
As a consequence of proposition 5.4, if Vvj^ = 0 in an open set Q C W, 
then all integral curves passing through Q are straight lines. In this case Q is 
foliated by special Lagrangian fibers, namely straight lines in C. The case c = 0 
in example 5.3.2 represents such a situation with = as 
Vi — (cos 沒0，sin 00) 
=(cos sin 
=石， 
thus VvrOo = f = 0. 
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